
 

It’s Time to Stop Dinking Around 
… and get down to business! 

By Denise O’Malley, Founder of You Define Wellness


National conglomerates, big box stores, online discount apps, and franchise companies that 
advertise on national TV have shaped the definition of health care and healthy living for millions 
of consumers... forcing independent health & wellness professionals to work harder to 
demonstrate other paths to the same goal, adjust their rates to be competitive, and re-
structure their business practices. 


Does that statement make you yawn, create pain, or ruffle your feathers?  If it elicits an 
emotion, then I’ve already achieved part of my goal in writing this article! 


In order for the independent health & wellness professional to compete in a world 
dominated by deep pocket companies, it is critical to understand how these influences 
impact your business.  

If you are happy with where your business is at, this article is not meant for you. 


But if want more clients, more control over your income, and to affect greater change in the 
lives of more people, then it’s time to wake up. My goal is to unseat and disturb you, to get you 
thinking about outside influences, because no change will take place if you are not 
uncomfortable… and it’s time to stop dinking around and get down to business.


Dinking: #WastingTime #Procrastinating #NotActingOnSolutions 


Let’s start off with the bad news… 

• We’ve taught generations of consumers to turn to medical insurance first… and 
we’ve done that very well.  When employer paid/subsidized medical care was first 
introduced almost 100 years ago, that set the stage for teaching people to turn to 
medical insurance first for ailments if for no other reason than to save money on the 
cost of care.
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Acupuncture

Naturopathy    Money Coach

Martial Arts          Holistic Healer

Massage     Ayurveda     Weight Loss

Mindfulness        Reiki        Counseling

Fitness       Vision/Dental      Intuitive

Functional Medicine         Life Coach

Chiropractic             Mental Health

Personal Trainer      Nutrition

Pilates        Yoga
… and more!

Protecting the future of independent 
health & wellness practitioners…

It’s possible to manifest change!



• You don’t control your income.  You may think you do, but you don’t.  Insurance 
companies, big box stores, franchise chains, and online discount programs like 
GroupOn control your income by controlling consumer expectations on pricing… and 
this limits your ability to charge what you believe you’re worth.


• These big companies don’t care about their impact on your business… unless 
they want to buy you out or have you join their network. As an independent health & 
wellness professional - one who is passionate about helping your clients your way - 
you’re a pesky gnat at best.


• Repetitive public visibility creates assimilation with how wellness is 
defined. Consumers looking for solutions rely first on personal recommendations and 
experiences of others; when this is absent, they go for name recognition and that’s 
probably not you.


• They have more money than you do.  The insurance companies, big box stores, 
franchise chains, and online discount programs have deep pockets… which makes 
them more successful in reaching the consumers you want as clients than you can ever 
achieve by meeting people one-on-one at networking events or promotions on social 
media.


• You don’t have a voice.  The small guy used to have a voice by belonging to an 
industry association.  While some industry associations are still effective, most are 
experiencing a decline in membership which negatively impacts their legislative 
success and ability to create community within their industry.


Let me be clear about something… I am not anti-allopathic care (western medicine); I am anti-
squash-the-small-guy. Our world depends on the dreamers, visionaries, and manifestors as all 
big companies began with an idea that had consumer appeal. As their companies grew - and 
money started flowing in - they grew bigger enveloping smaller businesses into their fold, 
spending money for name recognition, and redefining what health & wellness care looks like.


And as they grew bigger previously independent-owned industries started disappearing. The 
mom & pop owned pharmacy is a perfect example as are other industries such as grocery 
stores, gas stations, and hardware stores.


We’ve all contributed to this demise; don’t believe me, go look at your credit card or bank 
statement. Where do you spend YOUR money?


Have I made you uncomfortable yet? 


Let’s stop for a moment to take a deep breath. Breathe in, hold it, and let it out slowly. 


Now, do you want to see this world change? 
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It’s time for us to talk about the good news.


• There’s more of YOU, than there is of THEM. By my estimation there are roughly 
432,000 independent health & wellness professionals in the United States if you count 
up every profession from acupuncture to yoga therapist.  Probably more than that 
number, but I’m making a conservative estimate.


• YOU have more passion for helping clients/patients than any big box store, 
franchise, or insurance company. Do I really need to say anything more about this?


These two good reasons alone can change the world… IF - and only IF - we can get past the 
barriers of skepticism, apathy, fear, escape, and selfishness. 


Yes, I really said ‘selfishness’ and am using it in this definition of ‘selfish’ by Dictionary.com: 
[C]oncerned primarily with one’s own interests, benefits, welfare, etc., regardless of others. 

For the most part I’ve discovered that independent health & wellness professionals have a 
desire to learn about other modalities recognizing that there is more than one path to healthy 
living.  I’ve seen many clusters or collectives form with the good intention of collaborating on 
client care and being resources for each other; and then watched many evolve into little more 
than occasional resources and simply sharing rent. 


In one extreme case, I had an independent health professional say to me that she will NOT 
refer clients to others as - in her opinion - every client has a specific bucket of money available 
to spend on health related services and why would she want to dilute that bucket by having the 
client spend it with others?


Thankfully hers is not a universal opinion. At least I hope it's not.


The first big question becomes, “How can we harness the power and passion of the sheer 
volume of independent health & wellness professionals to create change?”


The second question may be easier to identify, “What do we want to change?”


So let’s start with the second question.


What do we want to change? 

I’m not a health care professional, so I’ll give you my perception of what needs to change 
based on conversations with hundreds of independent health & wellness professionals from 
around the country.


1. Unity.


It’s time for industry associations and other groups of wellness professionals to come 
together in a unified voice. 
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My vision for unity is for industry groups to embrace learning about other health care 
paths, coming together to promote or fight for each other when legislation is introduced 
that will impact health care, and to poke their heads outside of the box for their 
modality that they’ve been hiding in! When this happens, solutions appear that help the 
client/patient… and isn’t that what our goal should be?


2. Acceptance.


Acceptance is an adjunct to Unity… and here I’m talking about acceptance of other 
modalities. You may not agree with Shamanism (as an example), but acceptance means 
you welcome it as being part of the greater health & wellness collective.


I have seen the best of intentions... in writing. Just recently I was invited to speak at an 
association meeting for mental health professionals and, in preparation for the talk, I 
reviewed their Mission Statement and Goals. The third bullet point says, “Use monthly 
meetings to teach alternative modalities and techniques.” A step in the right direction 
towards acceptance, but are they doing it? Not that I can see.


3. Consumer Education.


Think back to the first ‘bad news’ bullet point: We’ve taught generations of 
consumers to turn to medical insurance first… and we’ve done that very well. 


Quite logically it would appear that deeper, more diverse, health care education is 
necessary. There are countess articles on the internet, some of which you’ve probably 
posted or shared yourself, and these articles contribute to increasing awareness but I’m 
going to boldly state that they’re barely making a dent. At best they reach one person at 
a time and may awaken that individual to learning more.


Where do consumers get the medical insurance from in the first place? Roughly 56% of 
the US population are on an employer sponsored medical plan (Health Insurance Coverage in the 

United States: 2017 Report #P60-264).  If we want to re-educate the masses, we need to start 
where health care decisions are initially made… and that’s at the workplace.


4. Access.


I’m going to go out on a limb and assert that the #1 reason why you may not have the 
number of clients you want is because you are not a provider for medical insurance… 
nor do you really want to be.  (Search YouTube for 'You Define Wellness’ and watch my series called 
“Confessions of a Reformed Health Insurance Agent” if you want to know more about why I say this.) 


We must find ways to help consumers access and pay for your services while YOU 
still control your income level. Lucky for you my company has created one solution; 
visit my website at www.YouDefineWellness.com if you want to learn more.


It’s time to tackle that first question: 
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“How can we harness the power and passion of the sheer volume of 
independent health & wellness professionals to create change?” 
We must find a way to get past the barriers of Skepticism, Apathy, Fear and Escape! We 
must stop playing it S.A.F.E.!


To address this I must talk about my company, You Define Wellness. I hesitate to do so simply 
because this article is not meant to be a sales pitch for my company, but the fact is this IS my 
world and my experience, opinions, and ideas comes from conversations with hundreds of 
independent health & wellness professionals over the past few years.


Our goals at You Define Wellness are to build unity (community) among health & wellness 
professionals and provide opportunities for them to learn about other modalities, but our 
primary focus is to provide consumer education and access to health care and wellness 
services of choice. No one in the world is doing what we’ve created.


We are manifesting that which every one of the hundreds of practitioners I have spoken with 
desires! Countless times I’ve heard, 


“You Define Wellness is exactly what I’ve always dreamed of!” 

“Finally!!!! This is what my clients need and want!” 

… and variations thereof.


And then they say, 


“When you have a client in my area that I can help,  
let me know and then I’ll join your network.” 

<Sigh>   Skepticism, Apathy, Fear & Escape (S.A.F.E.): the killers of manifesting change.


Folks, you MUST engage in change. You must be an active participant.  If you choose not to, 
then change will happen TO you… and you may not like what that looks like.


The Impact of Skepticism, Apathy, Fear & Escape in One Industry 

I want to share my experience of working with independent optometrists for a decade; maybe 
what happened to them will help you realize that it could happen to you as well. 

Just as medical insurance is for western medicine, vision insurance is for eye care and was 
invented in the mid-1950’s. It was a great idea: have employers offer it to their employees for a 
low monthly cost and a small co-payment at time of service for an eye exam. Doctors were 
willing to take a reduced fee on their services in exchange to being part of the provider 
directory and access to thousands of potential new patients. Although initially created by eye 
doctors, they soon lost control.
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It morphed into something else. 

Companies who cater to the eye care industry saw opportunity and came knocking with deep 
pockets. Each move they made was a step away from the initial purpose and further away from 
the goals of the optometrist.


Let’s look at one of the largest vision insurance companies: EyeMed. EyeMed is owned by 
Luxottica, one of the largest manufacturers and distributors of spectacle lenses in the world. As 
franchises became popular as a business venture, we soon started seeing LensCrafters stores 
pop up, another Luxottica owned business. Eventually the independent eye care professionals 
found themselves in direct competition with the franchises, and pressure to use Luxottica 
products for their EyeMed patients.


This story is not unique to EyeMed, they just happen to be a perfect example. 


Doctors lost complete control over how to run their business when a patient came in on a 
vision plan… and the icing on this distasteful cake was getting paid poorly too! Oftentimes their 
compensation was less than their overhead.


About 18 years ago, some independent eye care professionals launched their own vision plan 
and I worked with them for a decade as their National Sales Director and then as a 
consultant.  Their goal was admirable: take back control of their practice including their 
compensation. My job was to get employers to offer the doctor-owned vision plan that was in 
competition with conglomerate owned vision plans. Sounds simple, right?


Wrong.


Our plan compensated the doctor at a little higher rate for an eye examination than the 
conglomerate vision plans paid, and that increased the price of our plan making it harder to sell 
to employers and their insurance agents.


But the bigger problem is the doctors continued to accept the cheaper priced vision plans…. 
the doctors were afraid to make the leap and stop taking what was harmful to the health of 
their business. 


Sidebar: Imagine a client who hires you for health and nutrition coaching but refuses to eliminate 
from their diet the foods that are harmful to their health. At some point you finally have to say, “I 
can’t help you any more if you won't change.” That’s what my world was like! 

I couldn’t even use the argument that the care would be different or better because doctors 
endorsed our plan… it wasn’t true. While the doctors might be forced to use products they 
didn’t like to fill a prescription, the quality of the eye exam would be no different.


We were not allowed to discuss with doctors the importance of dropping the other vision plans 
as doing so could be deemed an anti-trust violation.


In the end, big business won… or at least it looks like a victory is coming soon.
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What would have happened, however, if every independent eye care professional suddenly 
stopped accepting the vision insurance plans that hurt their business? 


We would have changed their world for the better! 

Think about it.  If a medical insurance plan didn’t have any providers in their network, they 
wouldn’t have a plan to sell. The doctors would be back in control of the care they deliver - and 
HOW they deliver it!


The same is true for the world of optometry. If every independent eye care professional finally 
said ‘NO!’, then they would be in a position to influence and control what the new world looked 
like.


Instead, we faced Skepticism, Apathy, Fear, and Escape from what was happening. 


One attitude I felt from optometrists was, 


“Change my world,  
but don’t ask me to change my ways.” 

It takes courage to make a stand and engage in change. 


An optometrist from Idaho is one of the most courageous business owners I’ve ever met. He 
decided he was done with vision insurance companies controlling his practice and announced 
to his patients that they had 90 days to use their vision plan with him before he cancelled his 
contract with the insurance company.


Those 90 days were the busiest he’d ever had! 


And the next few months the slowest he’d ever seen.


Eventually his old patients started returning, willing to pay his full cash paying rate. Eventually 
he was able to give his employees a much deserved raise, pay for medical insurance for the 
staff, and even start a 401(k). In his estimation, and mine, he became a better employer in the 
community, but also a better doctor as he could now spend more time with each patient.


Courage exemplified and rewarded!


The sad thing is that after working with thousands of optometrists, I only have the one story.


Doctors are not the only ones to blame! 

In all fairness, I can’t put all the blame on the optometrists; employee benefit insurance agents 
deserve part of the credit as well.


Vision insurance plans are sold by health insurance agents who specialize in serving their 
employer clients. As a small percent of their agency revenue, vision insurance is thought of as 
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an add-on or after-thought and it was rare to find an agent who actually understood the 
vision care product they were selling and how it works! 


Sidebar: Imagine buying a car and the salesperson’s knowledge of how the car operated was 
limited to the list of benefits taped to the window. 

I don’t mean to be disparaging about insurance agents, but I found this statement to be 
universally true as I travelled the country conducting continuing education classes about the 
truths of vision insurance… none of my students had ever been educated on plan utilization, 
chair costs, or how foolish it was to include lenticular lenses as a benefit in purchasing the 
plan. (I once lost a deal because I didn’t include the antiquated lens as a benefit).  Quite frankly, 
I don't think they cared to know. The agents had virtually no understanding of how the product 
they were selling to employers actually worked... and there wasn't a vision insurance company 
in the world who wanted them to know and understand except our company that was owned 
by optometrists.


Insurance agents tend to recommend vision insurance plans based on name recognition, the 
size of the provider network, and - ultimately - price. It does not matter how the plan works or if 
it is the best value for the consumer at time of service… it’s whatever they can sell. As a 
reformed health insurance agent I can confirm that this practice is not unique to just vision 
plans.


It’s Time to Stop Dinking Around.. and get down to business. 

If you’re still reading this article, you may be saying to yourself, 


“I don’t accept insurance so this doesn’t impact me.” 

Wrong, again.


Think about the second ‘bad news’ I mentioned: You don’t control your income.  Insurance 
companies, big box stores, franchise chains, and your peers who use online discount 
programs like GroupOn control your income by controlling consumer expectations on pricing… 
and this limits your ability to charge what you believe you’re worth.


Consumers believe an hour long massage should cost between $39-49. Why? Because they 
can buy it for that price through an online discount platform or as a first visit special at a 
national massage franchise.  Yes, there is an argument that discount platforms are cheap 
advertising for the independent, but what we’ve seen is a consumer perceived devaluation of 
massages! As the wife of an independent massage therapist, I feel it first hand!


It’s not just the massage industry, it’s every health & wellness industry! 


Primary care medical doctors have struggled thanks to the numerous walk-in clinics at the 
grocery store. What a convenience that is! While you’re waiting for your number to come up to 
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see if you have strep throat and are highly contagious, shop among the other customers and 
stock up on toilet paper, bananas, and probiotics! 


Dentists, chiropractors, personal trainers, nutrition coaches… all of them have been negatively 
impacted by big box stores, conglomerates, franchises, insurance companies, and online 
discount platforms. 


You have a choice.  


• You can lay down, accept what is happening TO you, and say, “It’s just the way it is”; 
OR 


• You can scream “STOP!” and become part of creating change.


What can Little Ole You do? 

Start by realizing you have incredible power, you are by no means ‘little’ or alone. There are 
MANY independent health & wellness professionals desperate for a new world to be created 
for their industry but do not know how to go about it.


STEP ONE: YOU need to speak up with your peers, industry associations, social media 
groups, and the like; talk to your tribe and discover those who also desire a different world 
for health care.


STEP TWO: Find the change-makers and get engaged. We are out there if you look for 
us… and notice I said, “we”. 


• You Define Wellness is a change-maker as an employee benefit program with a 
network of independent health & wellness professionals and the only ones 
working to deliver a program that honors the relationship between client/patient 
and caregiver.  Our company is not insurance and not out to control your 
practice or your income… you - and your clients - come first with us.  
That’s what happens when a reformed health insurance agent marries an 
independent massage therapist!


• Global Healing Collective is also doing great work by focusing on building 
community and healing the healers. Check out the work they're doing!


There are others whose goal is banding together practitioners too; look and you'll find 
them.


STEP THREE:   Invest in change!  If you’re not willing to do the work to help manifest 
change, be willing to pay those who are.


I’m often quoted as saying, 
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“Success is based on three things… People, Time and Money.” 


I have complete confidence that I’m changing the world for the better at You Define 
Wellness; but the fact of the matter is this: If all the health & wellness professionals who 
believe in our mission sat back and waited for me to get clients in their area before they 
invested their time or money in our growth… well, let me just say “Its not happening.”  It 
takes people, time and money to manifest change. Most of the change-makers I know like 
me are putting in the work because they’re passionate about making a difference… and 
we’re all doing it out of our own pockets (which are only so deep).


I have to say that it's very frustrating as a change-maker to see independent health & 
wellness professionals pay hundreds or thousands of dollars to jump from one conference, 
workshop, or business advisor to another all in the search for the solution for attracting 
more clients, yet balk at paying anything to join together with others to manifest change. 
Your engagement is critical whether it’s with my company or another 
company! Support those who are working hard to improve your world.


STEP FOUR:  Talk to your clients/patients either in person, on social media, or via 
email. Share your vision of how health care could or should look like. Things like education 
about other paths to healthy living, access to the care desired, freedom to practice health 
care as you define it, and acceptance of the choices we make for our own lives.


I'm advocating solutions... not taking away the funding mechanism of 
insurance! 

If you are a consumer reading this, you're probably feeling a little unsettled as I keep talking 
about paying retail rates. Let me assure you of one thing... I'm a consumer too. I too don't like 
paying full cash paying rates when less expensive options are available.


Potential solutions are already available but not being utilized. Things like...


• Changing the definition of Qualified Medical Expenses in the Internal Revenue Code 
to include the health care and healthy living activities you already pay for out of your 
pocket. I tried getting this done in 2017 but without masses of people writing to their 
elected officials and speaking up, it will not happen. This change would allow for tax 
deductions and using tax-favored plans like HSAs, HRAs, and FSAs to pay for services.


• Employer subsidized benefit plans providing access to the health care services of 
choice. This is what we're already doing at You Define Wellness!


• There are other solutions… let’s put our heads together and discover them!


There is one last thing to talk about... the N'Ts of the world! 
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For twenty years I helped employees enroll in their 
employee benefit plans, and I discovered there are 
four types of people and I believe they are 
applicable to everyone reading this article as well: 
the Can’ts, Shan’ts, Don’ts and Won’ts. 

CAN’Ts: Roughly 24% of the population are 
CAN’Ts… they are fully engaged and on-board with 
ideas that align with their own goals. They can’t 
wait to get started manifesting change!


SHAN’Ts: About 5% are SHAN’Ts… they’ll say they 
shall not be able to engage for a variety of reasons 
that they believe to be true although oftentimes are not. F.E.A.R. is often described as ‘False 
Expectations Appearing Real’ and these are the SHAN’Ts.


DON’Ts: The bulk of the population - about 61% - are DON’Ts. They don’t have the time or the 
money, they don’t like solutions that are being offered, and the big one: they don’t know where 
to get started. When their objections are overcome, they will oftentimes move to the CAN’T 
category.


WON’Ts: The WON’Ts are the Archie Bunkers of the world… about 10% of the population. No 
matter what, they aren’t going to engage. Apathy prevails with this group.


Which one are you?


The time for Skepticism, Apathy, Fear, and Escape is over… it’s time to stop playing it 
S.A.F.E.  There is a whole world out there ready to support you and the changes you 
envision! It’s time to stop dinking around and get down to business… are you ready? 

———————————————————————————————————————


Denise O’Malley is the founder and Maestro of You Define Wellness, a network of independent health & 
wellness professionals providing education and services as an employee benefit product. Launching in 
June, 2019, is a Healthy Living Savings Card with provider established discounts on health & wellness 
products and services perfectly suited for individuals, retirees, and the self-employed.   

Visit their website at www.YouDefineWellness.com. 

Although based in Centennial, CO, You Define Wellness is open to independent health & wellness 
practitioners anywhere in the United States. If you are interested in learning more about developing a 
provider network in your area, contact us at provider-relations@YouDefineWellness.com.
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